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Date: 6th April 2020

Inseto Provides Even Greater Technical Support
Chris Valentine appointed to help Inseto’s valued customers further de-risk their

semiconductor and MEMS fabrication projects.

Andover, United Kingdom – Inseto, a leading technical distributor of equipment and materials, has appointed

Chris Valentine in the role of Technical Sales Engineer to work with customers to de-risk their semiconductor

and MEMS manufacturing projects, by advising on material selection and the best tools to use for fabrication

and test.

Valentine has a Masters in Science (MSci) in Physics from the University of Glasgow and a Masters in Research

(MRes) from the University of Cambridge. He is also currently working on a thesis that could result in a PhD in

Engineering being awarded by the University of Cambridge. Key subjects studied during his time in academia

include advanced carbon nanotube electrodes for electromechanical sensing, MEMs manufacture and

photolithography, electrical and nano materials, optical microscopy, solid state physics, semiconductor

devices, and nuclear and particle physics.

Matt Brown, Director of Inseto, comments: “We are pleased to welcome Chris onboard. He is set to become a

valuable extension to our team of technical specialists, and our customers will benefit greatly from the wealth

of knowledge Chris gained during his academic studies and in various research projects.”
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Valentine’s PhD research work includes the fabrication of electrochemical sensors to detect chemical analytes;

the production of structured carbon nanotube electrodes to control porosity and morphology; and making

improvements to the sensitivity and selectivity of fabricated sensors.

A keen sports enthusiast, Valentine follows football and rugby, and has played for local teams. Also, when not

helping Inseto’s customers implement their recipes for MEMS and semiconductor devices, Valentine, a keen

cook, can be found in his kitchen.

Caption: Chris Valentine appointed to help Inseto’s valued customers further de-risk their semiconductor and

MEMS fabrication projects.

MAIN ENDS

Notes to Editors
This press release was issued on behalf of Inseto (UK) Limited by DECLARATION (www.declaration.co.uk, +44
(0)1522 789000). If you have any editorial enquiries in relation to this announcement, please contact Mandy
Warrilow, Press Officer, mandy@declaration.co.uk. Please contact Richard Warrilow, Technical Author,
richard@declaration.co.uk, if you require an article or any other form of copy in relation to this press release.
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Please contact Matt Brown on +44 (0)1264 334505 or via email (matt.brown@inseto.co.uk) in relation to all
advertising and sponsorship matters.

About Inseto (UK) Limited
Established in 1987 and ISO 9001:2015 Certified since 2005, Inseto is a leading technical distributor of
equipment and related materials to the semiconductor, microelectronic & advanced technology sectors, as
well as adhesives for electronics, automotive and industrial manufacturing.

The company has three divisions, namely:
 Equipment Division, which provides manufacturing equipment for the Microelectronic, Photonic,

Electronic, Photovoltaic and Semiconductor industries etc.
 Consumable Division, which provides assembly materials and machine consumable items for the

Semiconductor, Electronic, Microelectronic, Photonic MEMS and Hybrid assembly industries etc.
 Adhesive Division, which provides technically advanced adhesives for bonding, sealing and

encapsulation, and which exclusively represents DELO Industrial Adhesives in the UK and Ireland.

Inseto is based in Andover in a high-tech building that houses an adhesives application laboratory,
demonstration areas for equipment and instrumentation, and training rooms.

Customer support is at the heart of Inseto's Total Customer Service philosophy, where the company aims to
understand, communicate and fulfil the needs of its customers. The company is committed to meeting
customer requirements through the application of high standards of quality and customer care (both before
and after sales) by continually investing in training and adopting a policy of continuous improvement.

For further information please visit www.inseto.co.uk


